CC MATTING WARRANTY

The CC Matting flooring is an active working contamination control system, which for maximum
effectiveness should be designed to fit the traffic volume and regularly scheduled maintenance of
each individual customer.
A properly installed CC Matting floor mat system will have an average active life of 3 - 4 years.
Each floor mat should have the transition/edging strip installed around the entire perimeter of the
area and be chemically welded to the CC Matting floor mat. This ensures a totally sealed floor mat
surface - nowhere for water to seep or bacteria to grow.
CC MATTING offers a 100% 2 YR Warranty on the CC Matting contamination control floor mat.
We guarantee the CC Matting polymer floor surface will continue to remove and hold foot and wheel
bourne contamination at an equal or greater quantity than a new adhesive, disposable mat for 24
months. This is based on the floor surface being regularly cleaned as per manufacturer instructions
and the integrity of the product is not damaged by motorized wheels turning on the surface or
dragging equipment or pallets across the surface.
Proper maintenance involves at least a daily cleaning with a detergent/disinfectant water solution,
appropriate mop and then squeegee dried. The squeegee will not only dry the floor for immediate
reuse but will also remove the last layer of contamination suspended in the liquid. Like any polymer
flooring the surface is slippery when wet and caution should be taken until the product has been
squeegee dried.
The CC Matting polymer mats are recommended for use with fork trucks or “motorized” wheeled
vehicles only with traffic moving straight across the floor mat. CC Matting Heavy Duty, our heavy
duty floor mat is suitable to handle fork trucks and motorized wheeled vehicles making slight turns
(not 900) on the polymer surface as they cross.
All work completed by a CC Matting trained and certified contractor is also covered under the 2
Year Warranty.
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